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About This Game

MESSAGE FROM DEVELOPER: Thank you to all Final Slam 2 players! Please click "Read More" in the description and
scroll to "Message From Developer".

Customize your fighter (80 slots to save your avatars) with tons of different options and get ready to fight into the
Championship.

Final Slam 2 is a PC fighting game that allows you to create your own fighter and win the Final Slam championships or play
through the official Final Slam story in story mode. The game is packed with over 40 in-game fighters, but you can still create

your own fighters by customizing his or her attire, moves and stats. You can even adjust the Artificial Intelligence of your
fighter! Create yourself. Create your friends. Create your enemies. Create casual guys, ninjas, movie stars, wrestlers, shaolin

monks, kung fu fighters, boxers, warriors, robots, game characters and even monsters. Then fight!

Game Features

 Creator Mode:
In the creator mode, you can create a wide variety of fighters. There are tons of different body parts, attire, fighting
moves, throw moves and special moves to choose from. The fighting moves are animated following several martial arts,
brawling and wrestling moves. The special moves comprise of different styles such as magic, elemental, Kung Fu,
gadgets and wrestling. You can also control the actions of the fighters when they are being played by the computer by
changing the AI settings. You will have 80 slots to save your created fighters. All fighters can be stored/exported as plain
text format slamcodes, so you can copy the slamcodes of the fighters and save them outside the game or share them
online with other players. You can also import fighters created by other players by inputting the slamcodes that are
shared by other players online!

 Story and Versus Mode:
Fight the evil that is threatening Earth, or fight individual matches against the computer or a friend in versus mode. The
fight arena is zoomable, with blood effects.

 Final Slam Mode:
Enter the Final Slam mode against 80 to 100 fighters and fight up the rankings. There are 3 different titles to win. Get
up to the top and win the World Heavyweight Championship!

 Arcade Mode:
See how good you are by fighting opponent after opponent and tracking your win/loss record.
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Message From Developer

Hi, I am Josh the developer of Final Slam 2. I would like to thank all of you who tried and played the game, like or dislike it. A
lot of the players dislike Final Slam 2 and if you compare it to other full-blown mainstream competitive fighting games and you

don't like it, well, your dislike for the game is justified and I understand. With very limited budget and with only one person
working on the game (which is myself), as opposed to bigger-sized indie or mainstream companies, I understand that I cannot
provide the best graphics, gameplay and most modern features to satisfy the hardcore fighting gamer. Therefore, I decided to

make it more of a casual game and focus on the uniqueness of the game that not many fighting games have. And this uniqueness
comprises:

1. the character creation mode with speed creation settings
2. Final Slam Season Mode where you can win titles and fight up a league (fight with characters you created as well)

3. the automatically-generated AI fighters in season mode.

Other features include the ability to export your fighter to a text string that can be saved and shared anywhere you like.
Therefore, it is possible to create an unlimited amount of characters. Some players have had a lot of fun playing the game, but

some haven't and others don't even care about what the game has to offer. But anyway, I accept all opinions and judgment about
the game and welcome you to try it out at a low cheap price. You can request for a Steam refund if you feel it is not for you.

Thanks again.
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Title: Final Slam 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Josh Tam Universe
Publisher:
OtakuMaker SARL
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and above

Processor: 1.6GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: any card with DirectX 9 and above compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: any card with DirectX 9 compatible

Additional Notes: Keyboard, Mouse

English
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The Japanese have a term for very subpar video games; Kusoge. The '-ge' meaning 'game' and the kuso-' literally meaning
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 or '\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665'. I actually rather like kusoge, finding a
strange joy in seeing how hilariously bad games can be

Final Slam 2 is not kusoge. Final Slam 2 is a game so lacking in quality and entertainment, that even after I made a character
who leaps into battle with no pants and has a command list made entirely of head butts, and taunts by slapping his backside, I
still failed to have any fun with this game

This is the Star Wars Holiday Special of fighting games; watching that movie, or playing this game will make you feel equally
dirty. I don't really think its that bad of a fighting game. There are worse games out there, and after a while of playing derivitive
garbage that sold itself on looking pretty and that's it. Its nice to play something that has some janky ramshackle charm.

Josh, you were onto something with this, and considering I keep coming back to this game, i can respect it for what it is. Not
bad, not perfect but not really as horrible. (Then again, i may have poor taste XD). Cons:

- Keeps erasing datas, including created characters\/match counts\/etc, for no apparent reason
- No controller support
- No online mode
- Awful graphic
- Very few modes
- Need more frames, to make animations more fluid
- 7 $ is too much for a flash game
- Annoying music
- Few combos available for the same character

DON'T BUY. So it's time for some advice.
If you want to buy something, so go surf for a while, watch gameplay videos on youtuve, check the community center at
first.
Don't be like me.

This game sucks
Animation sucks
Controller detection system sucks. A great opportunity squandered! This game could have been great fun if you bound
somebody you utterly dispise to a chair and force them to play this non-stop for several hours. Unfortunately the law
doesn't allow one to carry out such reprisals so this masterpiece of a game will never reach its full potential. I suppose
it could be used against enemies of the state to extract confessions. The spanish inquisition would have loved this back
in the day. See, even the target audience have all been dead over 500 years.
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TLDR: This game is of the "so bad its good" variety, You can play this game for free on the internet, the locked story mode and
season mode are not worth fussing over. I personally like the game, but I cannot recommened it for people to purchase.

Ok, sit back and grab some drinks, this is gonna be a long one.

Along time ago on the interwebs, Josh Tam made a 2D flash fighting game called Final Slam. It is a low end run of the mill
fighting game you would play during school lunch period or a coffee break at the office if you have nothing else to do and just
want to kill time. If you played one flash fighter, you played them all. The original Final Slam is no different, being a
newgrounds circle jerk and discount 2 button tekken type of fighting game (no fatalities mind you, just the fighting system in
general).

So why am I telling you this?

Well Final Slam 2 is the sequel to the original Final Slam. It is the same game but on a much grander scale with improved
graphics, soundtrack, gameplay, and deviates from the special guest cameos and opts for its own universe.

Is it a good game? Well... no not necesarily. Its not good, but then again its not terrible or awful, just not good.

And you do not have to pay money for this in the first place, because you can find and play the same game in a browser for
FREE. Thats right, this is a free flash game, being sold in the guise of a "Gold Edition" which... is pretty much the same game
with the exception of allowing to play the main story mode (which is the same type of deal as the prologue story that is available
for free, just with more characters to play around with) and participate in a "career mode" where you can choose a character or
create one yourself and fight to go up in rank and win championships.

The gameplay is improved from the orginal title, I could summarize it as a 2-dimensional and 2 button tekken style fighter. You
move from left and right on a 2d plane, you can jump or crouch, and you use the punch and kick buttons to deliver basic
attacks, using the arrow keys for alternate attacks respectively, you move backward or crouch to block when the opponent
attacks you, and you have a grab button where you can perform a wrestling move. Special moves can be utilized through input
combinations (such as the famous down, forward, punch for a fireball). You fight the computer opponent until either its health
bar runs out or yours do. Pretty standard run of the mill fighting game mechanics.

But in no way is this a deeply crafted fighter with unique characters and playstyles, quite the opposite. In fact Final Slam 2 has
what I would like to call a "cookie cutter" roster. Take a generic model, add visual bells, whistles, and color pallets, and decide
the types of animations they woudl use for their attacks. Do this about.. 30 more times with different variations and you have
the roster of Final Slam. Hell you can probably make an exact copy of a character if you want to (have not actually done or
tested it but given how the character creator is built, I bet it is very possible). But with the way character creation is set up, you
have alot of oppurtunities increase the generic mass produced roster even further with your own generic as hell characters with
pretty colors. Even the game itself admits this as each character you create provides a special code which is a set of algorithms
which you can write down on a piece of paper, and input the code on another computer to play as that character, or share it with
a friend so they can play the character you made. Its just as exciting as it sounds. (its not exciting).

There are 2 story modes, one is a prologue and the other is the locked main story exclusive to the gold edition. It is nothing to
write home about honestly, you play a set number of characters, fighting in matches against specific opponents, with character
portraits and text dialogue among the background stage placed in between the fights to give the player context of what is
happening in the "story". You can finish it in 2 hours or less depending on how well you do against the AI.

The other mode is a career mode, called Final Slam mode (cough). Think of it as a season mode that you would play in those old
WWE wrestling games where you pick a character, fight in matches, climb the rankings, win titles, and defend said titles. Thats
pretty much it. If your good enough against the AI (or make a incredibly cheap character) you can also "finish" the mode and
win all 3 championships in 2 hours or less.

Fun fact: I used the game's default custom character Denver Sloan, and took his generic butt on a journey to wear all three belts
at the same time. It was enjoyable for a bit. Then I got bored.
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The only other form of gameplay is the versus mode. It is exactly what it says on the time. You can choose anyone to fight
anyone in any stage. Is there online? Hell no. The only way you can play with another person is to share a keyboard. Remember
this is a flash game.... that you can play for free... in a browser.... without paying money.....at all.

So in summary, Final Slam 2 is a run of the mill flash game fighter being sold on steam that you can play free of charge on the
internet.

Now, I have told you all the bad stuff and complaints I had to say about this game. This is a bad game, no doubt about it.

But......

This is a bad game that I actually like.

This may come as a shock to you, but I respect this developer not for what he did, but what he made.

Josh Tam had a vision with Final Slam 2, you can tell instantly from the dynamic anime-esque intro that alot of effort and love
was put into this game. It shows through that intro and the game in general. Josh Tam wanted to make a martial arts
fantasy\/science fiction series with lots of content that would pique the interest of martial arts enthusiasts (like myself).

The game prides itself in showcasing the many fighting styles of Kung Fu, Karate, Taekwondo, Boxing, Brawling, and
Wrestling. Especially the wrestling, I was astonished to find how many possible Pro Wrestling moves you can choose from for a
created character.

The story is incredibly ridiculous, its the typical save the world sthick and defeat the evil villain who is after real ultimate power
with magic, sci fi, and superhero stuff. But so much effort was put into it, despite being cookie cutter create a fighters, being
actually well crafted enough to be distinctive. Final Slam 2 has recieved so much love and care in how to present its self and its
cookie cutter roster, that for a good while I fell into the supension of disbelief and actually believed I was playing an All
American martial arts hero fighting a big purple demon with a beer gut the size of a medicine ball in a pro wrestling ring. You
cannot take this seriously, and you shouldnt in the first place.

I cannot recommend this game for people to buy on steam, but I can applaud the love and effort Josh Tam put into what he tried
to create. With the artwork I have seen, especially the animated intro, I believe Josh Tam should just make Final Slam into a
animated flash cartoon series instead of a game. Theres serious potential in that concept, but that potential is completely blocked
and hindered by it being a mediocre flash game.

Thats the end of my review, if you made it this far then I hope you use this information to make an informed decision about
deciding to actually purchase this product.

Good luck to you Josh Tam in your future projects, peace.

. A very addictive yet simple fighter. The system isn't perfect and no balance is really set on fighters' movesets, but still a fun
play for not a bad price.. This is an overall very unpolished game, something akin to a low-ish quality flash game you'd play
online for free, and something that isn't worth your money, but if it we're free it would be alright.

Cons:
-clunky combat system where complex combos are kinda impossible(you need a move set that's just right, but even then...),
jumping strikes are useless, super armor doesn't exist, moves feel stilted, and more.
-graphics terrible: character models are clunky, female sprites are laughably just thin male body sprites with boobs, body parts
and clothes clip and over lap in weird ways
-game engine is terrible, a game with such a low quality of graphics and complexity has no right to go under 20 fps and crash (I
can play ARK: survival evolved on ultra settings for crying out loud
-speaking of bad engine the game has a moderate amount of bugs: sometimes characters get stuck in jumping animations, other
times there bodies may contort during animations in ways that it definitely wasn't supposed to and more(thats off the top of my
head)
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-story is like if you put every 2d fighter games plot combined into a confusing mess.

Pros:
-Quite an extensive character creation system that lets you make an original character and give them personality, this being done
not just through taunts but the different move sets you can give them, this including some actual martial arts moves which is
much apreciated.
-Soundtrack is actually alright, and gives me some nostalgia on older games in this genre
-Despite the bad animation, constant clipping of clothes and body parts, and pretty much everything doing with how this game
looks LOOK terrible, I appreciate the cheesy art design filled with references of previous games in the genre, and am sad the
sprites are so... bad.

All in all, don't buy this game, but if you can get for free check it out. there some fun to be had here especially for character
creation. I just hope the this game dev gets better and make a reboot or a sequel or a better one would place the character
creation aspect done here onto a good game because its honestly pretty great, but unfortunate about the only thing that's pretty
great about this game.. I bought this game a few years back so I went ahead and got it on steam since it was so cheap. The thing I
really like about this game is how immersive it is in the simulation. It tells results of the other fights in your league and how the
health can drain after a match so there is always a fighting chance. Fighters seem to retire from the league and new ones come
in. You almost look forward to the chance of getting to fight some of these guys and can follow there progress. This gives the
game a real world feel kinda like the very first Smackdown game. Graphics I can look past because I focus more on how the
mechanics work with in the individual game. The only thing I don't like are exploits like leg sweeps that you can do over and
over and kill the pc for a cheap win. Other than that I wish more fighting games would use the concept of a league season where
health can give you some flukes.. I don't like putting the thumbs down but it forces you to choose one or the other, it pains me to
do it because I understand the work that must have gone in to this but I can't give it a thumbs up.

This game needs a lot of work, it's not half as smooth as a fighting game demands.
It's a very ambitious game and you get the feeling the devs are focusing more on grandiose atmosphere rather than fluid
gameplay.
No controller support, this is vital, it felt awkward as all hell on keyboard, especially with the clunky moves and hit boxes the
flash engine brings, other titles like Castle Crashers have done brilliantly in transitioning from flash to steam, this game just
doesn't do it right.

I do see what they're going for, I like the overall idea, it's just executed in a way that makes it hard to play.

I hope I can turn that thumb around some day.. I regret my time in this game. Better than smash!
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